
   In the 2004 Best of Panama competition the Peterson family introduced a coffee that was unlike any other the 

specialty coffee world had ever experienced. Which makes sense, because it quite literally was a coffee that no 

one in the world had ever before experienced, not in this format at least... 

    Coffee is native to the southwestern highlands of Ethiopia, near the South Sudanese boarder. In the 1930’s 

a seed collecting expedition was ordered by the Kenyan Director of Agriculture. The wild coffee forests of 

Ethiopia, being the birthplace of arabica coffee, are rich in genetic diversity. The purpose of the expedition was 

to find coffee accessions that were appropriate for cultivation throughout the British Colonies. As cup profile 

(i.e. flavor) was of little-to-no consideration at this time, productivity and resistance to disease were the primary 

considerations when searching for appropriate accessions. Some coffee from the Gesha region of southwest 

Ethiopia made its way to Costa Rica via Tanzania and eventually ended up on the Peterson’s farm in Panama. 

How Gesha became Geisha is not entirely clear, and while there are some who argue the importance of spelling 

it one way over the other, we at Passenger use the two spellings with relative interchangeability. Since our goal 

at Passenger is to honor the craft and hard work of the farmer, we typically spell it the way the producer of any 

given lot presented it to us.

  Coffee has been grown in and around Hacienda La Esmeralda since at least 1890. The lands that make up 

Hacienda La Esmeralda where first brought together as a single estate by a Swede named Hans Elliot in 1940. 

In 1967, a Swedish-American banker by the name of Rudolph A. Peterson (1904-2003) bought Hacienda La 

Esmeralda as a retirement venture. At the time, the land was predominantly pasture for beef cattle, with some 

small smatterings of coffee mixed in.

  In the 1990s, as coffee production became the focus on Hacienda La Esmeralda, the Petersons acquired a 

new, high-altitude farm which they called Jaramillo. The farm had recently been devastated by coffee leaf rust, 

but Daniel Peterson noticed that a gangly varietal had not been affected as badly, so they decided to plant 

said gangly varietal throughout the farm, including in sections above 1650 meters above sea level. This gangly 

varietal, of course, is the Geisha from the Ethiopian expedition. It should be noted that even still, the propagation 

of the varietal was not a decision based on cup quality or characteristics, but rather disease resistance.
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         IN 
    THE CUP

Bergamot and florals on the nose lead into a cup rich with white 
peach juiciness and a lemon candy sweetness. Few coffees in this 
world are able to express this level of refined and elegant flavor.

THE 
TAKEAWAY 

The most famous and decorated of coffee farms, Hacienda La 
Esmeralda has not won its fame through marketing but rather cup 
quality. This coffee is truly a treat and presents flavors and aromatic 
sensations that border on the ethereal.
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   In 2004 the gangly trees were bearing fruit and Daniel entered a lot of only this varietal in the aforementioned 

Best of Panama Competition. Don Holly, then quality control manager for Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, 

famously said in reference to the Hacienda La Esmeralda lot that he had "seen the face of God in a cup," so 

ethereal and floral was the aromatic bouquet that exuded from the cup. The Best of Panama Competition is a 

juried competition in which the lots are sold via an online auction after being scored/ranked by an international 

jury. The 2004 Esmeralda Special lot went for an astounding $21.00 per pound. The second highest price paid 

in the auction that year was $2.53 per pound.

  In 2007, records were shattered again. When Best of Panama prices for the Esmeralda Special hit the 

unimaginable price of $99.99 per pound the computers became useless as they weren't programmed to accept 

bids that went into the hundreds. The auction had to be placed on hold and resumed later in the evening via a 

conference call during which the bids continued until they hit the stratospheric $130.00 per pound. In 2013, a 

naturally processed lot of Esmeralda Special sold at auction for $350.25 per pound.

  Hacienda La Esmeralda has taken first place in the 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010, 2013 and 2015 Best of 

Panama Competitions. While the price is most certainly driven to such extreme heights by simple supply and 

demand, what remains so exciting for the specialty coffee industry is that, unlike other notoriously expensive 

coffees such as island coffees (Kona, Jamaica Blue Mountain) which have good marketing but lack cup quality, 

or pathetic and inhumane gimmicks such as Kopi Luwak, Hacienda La Esmeralda is famous for its quality. Period. 

The Best of Panama juries are blind tastings and yet Hacienda La Esmeralda consistently takes first place. This is 

a result of extremely careful processing, terroir and of course the unique varietal grown on this farm.


